Infection Protection Measures at Frankfurt Airport

All persons six or older must wear a face covering while inside the terminal buildings.

- **19,000** floor markings in queuing areas and around baggage carousels
- **800** social distancing reminders in and at elevators
- **30** Floorwalkers helping to ensure social distancing and wearing of masks
- **900** social distancing reminders on dynamic displays
- **18,600** distancing bands on seating
- **1,680** plexiglass barriers at all check-in counters and security checkpoints
- **650** wall and floor stickers at all landside and airside terminal access points
- **110** hand sanitizer dispensers at key points in the terminal buildings
- **140** large screens displaying health advisories

Every **5** minutes announcements on distancing rules in multiple languages.

Alle Angaben sind gerundete Werte.